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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NEW YEAR, SAME VOLATILITY –
MUNI YIELDS GO ON ANOTHER 
ROLLERCOASTER RIDE

Q1 2023

Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management, Bloomberg, BVAL Muni. As of March 31, 2023. Past performance does not guarantee future results, 
which may vary. Returns less than 12 months are cumulative, not annualized. Goldman Sachs does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice. 
Please see additional disclosures at the end of this presentation.

The municipal market has taken investors on a rollercoaster

ride for more than a year now and the first quarter of 2023

proved to be no different. Munis started off strong with their

best January performance in 14 years. This was, however,

followed up with their worst February in 15 years. Not to be

outdone, March’s performance was the best for the asset

class in 15 years as yields moved lower on concerns about

the health of the banking sector. Through it all, the municipal

market remained resilient. The Bloomberg Municipal Bond

Index, returned 2.78% over the three months ending March

31st, 2023. The Bloomberg High Yield and Taxable Municipal

Indices returned 2.73% and 5.21%, respectively, for Q1’23.

Treasuries, especially shorter dated maturities, experienced

heightened volatility throughout the quarter. The beginning of

the quarter was marked by readings that suggested inflation

was decelerating and the Fed may pause its rate increases.

Shortly after, a strong jobs report, and an elevated inflation

reading, caused rates to surge. Finally, banking sector fears

caused yields to plummet in March as investors sought

safety in Treasuries.

Municipals outperformed Treasuries as benchmark muni

yields fell across the curve: Bloomberg 3yr Index at 2.67%

(27 basis points lower), Bloomberg 1-10 Index at 2.71% (30

basis points lower), and the Bloomberg Muni Agg Index at

3.25% (30 basis points lower).
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EXHIBIT 2: MUNICIPAL ISSUANCE

Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management, Bloomberg, BVAL Muni, Bond Buyer, Lipper Fund Flows. As of March 31, 2023. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. Past correlations are not indicative of future correlations, which may vary.

I. Market Review

EXHIBIT 1: Q1 2023 TREASURY VS MUNICIPAL YIELD SHIFTS

Source: Bloomberg, BVAL Muni. As of March 31, 2023.

Source: Bloomberg, Bond Buyer. As of March 31, 2023.

EXHIBIT 3: MUNICIPAL FUND FLOWS

Source: Lipper. As of March 31, 2023

Yield to Maturity (%)

Primary Market: Issuance Down 27% Due to 

Rate Volatility and Muted Refinancings

Q1’23 supply volume was considerably lower than Q1‘22.

Interest rate volatility and market uncertainty after a few U.S.

regional bank failures kept issuers on the sidelines. Elevated

absolute Treasury yields also continued to make refinancing

uneconomical for issuers. New issue volumes were 27% lower

than Q1’22 and roughly in-line with Q4’22.

Each month’s volumes were lower on a year-over-year basis.

February stood out with volumes 40% lower than February 2022

– likely due to the yield surge that occurred that month. Further,

while refinancing activity and taxable issuance were expected to

be lower, the low level of issuance related to financing new

projects has surprised market prognosticators expecting those

volumes would be higher than in 2022.

Demand: Slightly Negative Overall for Funds.  

Markets Watching Future Bank Demand

Municipal funds experienced a significant outflow to start the

year, but this quickly changed to inflows as January progressed

― likely due to attractive absolute tax-free yields, a positive

technical environment, and a more benign rate outlook. February

and March flows were mixed and seemed to correlate with the

prevailing investor sentiment towards the bond markets. Year-to-

date outflows are $1.7bn. Although there were still net outflows

during the first quarter, this was a much better result when

compared to the $22bn of outflows during the same time last year

and the more than $30bn of outflows during Q4 ’22.

U.S. Bank ownership represents 15% of the municipal market.

Federal Reserve Board Flow of Funds data for Q4 2022 showed

that banks held their holdings of municipal securities steady

during the quarter. During this past quarter, the market was

closely watching for any potential reduced demand from banks

given the stress experienced in the sector during March.
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Valuation/Yield Changes: Municipals 

Outperformed as Yields Fell

Triple-A tax-exempt muni yields exhibited volatility during the

quarter, but ultimately moved lower as the quarter progressed.

Yields fell significantly in January, but then retraced all their

downward movement in February as yields rose once again. In

March, yields plummeted as munis moved directionally with

Treasuries due to several bank failures and persistent fears about

the health of the banking system. On a relative basis, munis

outperformed in January and March, but struggled in February due

to richer relative valuations coming into the month.

AAA tax-exempt municipal yields decreased 27/33/36/26bps in

2/5/10/30-year tenors while Treasuries decreased 40/42/41/32 in

the same maturity spots on the curve. Muni/UST ratios were mostly

lower, with 2/5/10-year ratios lower by 1/2/2 percentage points. 30-

year ratios were higher by 1pp.

Yield Curve: Shape Generally Unchanged, 

Inversion Remains

At the end of last year, a 1-year municipal was yielding more than

a 10-year municipal — a phenomenon that had not previously

occurred in the municipal market. This relationship continues to

persist as both spots on the maturity curve went lower by similar

amounts during the quarter. A 1-year muni is outyielding a 10-

year muni by 20bps. By way of comparison, a 1-year Treasury is

outyielding a 10-year Treasury by more than 100bps.

The difference between 2 and 30-year tax-exempt muni yields

increased by 1bp to end the quarter with a slope of 92bps. The

middle of the curve, represented by 5 to 10-year maturities,

flattened by 3bps and finished with a slope of 6bps.

Investment Grade Index Returns & Spreads: 

Strong Start to the Year

The Bloomberg Municipal Bond Index returned 2.78% during

1Q’23 — the best Q1 since 2019. The 1-10 Year Blend Index

posted a total return of 2.00%, while the 3-year Index returned

1.35%.

Within investment grade credit, the ‘BBB’ portion of the muni index

had the best relative returns at 3.71%. From a curve perspective,

the 22+year Index performed the best with a return of 4.27%.

BBB-AAA credit spreads widened by 4bps to end the quarter at

143bps. Lower-rated municipals were generally spared from the

spread widening that occurred in most asset classes in March as a

result of concerns about the financial sector. Larger mid-grade

issuers such as Illinois and New Jersey were upgraded.

EXHIBIT 5: MUNICIPAL YIELD CURVE

Source: Goldman Sachs Asset Management, BVAL Muni, Federal Reserve Board Flow of Funds data, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research.
Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. Past correlations are not indicative of future correlations, which may vary.
Portfolios and benchmarks are not rated by an independent ratings agency. Goldman Sachs Asset Management may receive credit quality ratings on
the underlying securities of portfolios and their respective benchmarks from the three major rating agencies: Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch.
Goldman Sachs Asset Management calculates the credit quality breakdown and overall rating for both portfolios and their respective benchmarks
according to the client’s preferred method or such other method as selected by Goldman Sachs Asset Management in its sole discretion. The
applicable method may differ from the method independently used by benchmark providers. Securities that are not rated by all three agencies are
reflected as such in the breakdown. For illustrative purposes, Goldman Sachs Asset Management converts all ratings to the equivalent S&P major
rating category when reporting the credit rating breakdown. Ratings and portfolio credit quality may change over time. Unrated securities do not
necessarily indicate low quality, and for such securities the investment adviser will evaluate the credit quality.

I. Market Review Continued

EXHIBIT 4: MUNICIPAL HOLDINGS BY INVESTOR TYPE

Source: Federal Reserve Board Flow of Funds data, BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research. As of 4Q22, latest available.

Source: BVAL Muni. As of March 31, 2023.
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High Yield Municipals: Resilient During Risk-

Off Period in March

The high yield municipal market, represented by the Bloomberg

Municipal High Yield Index, posted a return of 2.73% over the

quarter. The Bloomberg Municipal High Yield Index did however

underperform the investment grade index by 5bps —marking five

consecutive quarters of underperformance versus investment

grade.

Within high yield municipals, Transportation and Puerto Rico

credits were the best performers — posting total returns of ~4.0%

for Q1’23. Hospital sector credits were relative underperformers,

returning 0.99% over the quarter. The hospital sector continues

to underperform due to broader sector concerns such as cost

pressures, but also more idiosyncratic issues. There have also

been more negatively skewed news articles about the financial

burden hospitals are facing due to inflation and increasing labor

costs.

Within the HY municipal index, the longest maturity portion, 22+

years, outperformed — returning 3.10%, while the shorter

maturity, 1-year, underperformed at 1.34%.

High yield spreads increased by 15bps on the quarter and ended

March at 243bps — a continuation of the gradual spread

widening seen throughout 2022. Although spreads widened

overall, high yield munis showed much less spread volatility and

movements were to a lesser degree than their corporate

counterparts during the bank-related turbulence experienced in

March. High yield corporate spreads widened by 127bps at one

point, while high yield muni spreads widened by 20bps.

Taxable Municipal Market: Strong Returns 

due to Longer Duration

The taxable municipal market, as represented by the Bloomberg

Taxable Muni Index, posted a total return of 5.21% during Q1 ‘23.

Positive returns were driven by longer maturity exposures. Credit

spreads tightened by 3bps as the spread of the Bloomberg

Taxable Municipal Index to the 10-year Treasury ended the

quarter at 132bps. Taxable munis were impacted by the broader

spread widening experienced by high grade corporates during

March, but quickly bounced back as the banking sector stabilized

and markets rebounded. Taxable municipal new issuance was

30% below last year’s pace as elevated absolute Treasury yields

inhibited refinancing activity.

EXHIBIT 6: MUNICIPAL INDEX SPREADS

Source: Bloomberg, Goldman Sachs Asset Management. As of March 31, 2023.
OAD: “Option adjusted duration” is a measure of the sensitivity of a bond's price to interest rate changes, assuming that the expected cash flows of the 
bond may change with interest rates. YTW: “Yield to worst” is calculated by making worst-case scenario assumptions (excluding issuer default) on the 
bond by calculating the returns that would be received if provisions, including prepayment, call, put, and sinking fund, are used by the issuer. YTW may 
be the same as YTM, but never higher. YTW does not represent the performance yield for the Fund. TEY: “Taxable equivalent yield” is the return that is 
required on a taxable investment to make it equal to the return on a tax-exempt investment. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. Goldman Sachs does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice. Please 
see additional disclosures at the end of this document. Past correlations are not indicative of future correlations, which may vary. Returns less than 12 
months are cumulative, not annualized.

I. Market Review Continued

Source: Bloomberg. As of March 31, 2023. 

Returns (%)
Statistics

as of March, 2023

Statistics
as of December, 2022

Municipal Indices 1Q23 4Q22 OAD (yrs) YTW (%) TEY (%) OAD (yrs) YTW (%) TEY (%)

Municipal 3yr 1.35 2.08 2.46 2.67 4.51 2.54 2.94 4.97

Municipal Managed Money 1-5 1.45 2.28 2.71 2.40 4.05 2.74 2.70 4.56

Municipal Managed Money 1-10 2.22 3.64 4.44 2.37 4.00 4.48 2.70 4.56

Municipal 1-10yr Blend 2.00 3.12 3.76 2.71 4.58 3.85 3.01 5.08

Municipal Aggregate 2.78 4.10 6.10 3.25 5.49 6.19 3.55 6.00

Municipal High Yield 2.73 3.48 7.74 5.68 9.59 7.87 5.83 9.85

Taxable Municipal Index 5.21 1.45 8.31 4.79 N/A 8.22 5.23 N/A
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Commercial Real Estate Valuation Pressures

Commercial real estate (CRE) values have come under pressure

recently as hybrid work arrangements resulting from the COVID

pandemic continue to remain prevalent. This has constrained the

post-pandemic rebound of office occupancy rates and led to

businesses re-evaluating their current office spaces. That said,

we do not expect CRE valuation weakness to have a materially

negative impact on the fiscal health of municipalities.

The bulk of municipal revenues are spread out over personal

income taxes, corporate income taxes, sales and excise taxes,

and property taxes. While property tax revenues are a significant

portion of local government budgets, this includes all properties

with residential often being the largest component. CRE-derived

property taxes make up a relatively small percentage of overall

revenues. The direct impact of CRE-related property taxes

are muted in even the most business concentrated cities; for

instance, only ~12% of general fund revenues are derived from

CRE in both New York City and San Francisco.

Municipalities have significant power to set property tax rates on

both residential housing and CRE, helping to mitigate declining

valuations. This is one reason why property tax revenues have

experienced limited volatility during periods of real estate stress.

Based on Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) data, aggregate

property tax revenues declined in only one period over the last 20

years, (~-1% in 2010/2011). This is particularly impressive given

the housing valuation declines experienced during the Great

Financial Crisis (2007-2008).

Lastly, municipal credit is generally well situated presently, with

many localities sitting on record, or near-record, reserve levels

and relatively well equipped to withstand inflationary-related

expenditure pressures, a reasonable economic slowdown and

potentially higher-than-normal borrowing costs.

Credit Quality Continues to Improve

The rating agencies have taken note of the robust revenue

growth and build-up of strong reserves that municipalities have

experienced as evidenced by upgrades outpacing downgrades in

the first quarter of 2023. In fact, upgrades have made up ~70% of

rating changes year-to-date which was similar to what we saw

during 2022. In addition, rating volatility remains very low for

municipalities. S&P only moved 4% of local government ratings

in 2022, and most (85%) of these were upgrades.

Default Update

Through March 31st, first-time municipal bond monetary defaults

stood at $724mm which is up more than 100% year-over-year.

More than 70% of the defaults (measured by par), however, stem

from two credits that could be considered detached from broader

market themes: a start-up youth sports complex in Arizona and

proton therapy facility in Atlanta.

EXHIBIT 9: 1ST TIME MUNICIPAL BOND DEFAULTS

II. Municipal Credit Update

Source: BofA Global Research. As of March 31, 2023

EXHIBIT 7: STATE & LOCAL PROPERTY TAX 

REVENUE GROWTH RATE YOY

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis. As of Q4 2022.

Sources: Goldman Sachs Asset Management, Morgan Stanley Research, BofA Global Research, Bureau of Economic Analysis. As of March 31, 2023.               
1 Figures for fiscal 2022 are estimated, figures for fiscal 2023 are projected based on governors’ recommended budgets. 
The economic and market forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that the 
forecasts will be achieved. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this presentation. Goldman Sachs does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice. 
Please see additional disclosures at the end of this presentation. The above states are selected to highlight major developments in the municipal market over 
the quarter. The portfolio risk management process includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but does not imply low risk. Past performance does not 
guarantee future results, which may vary. 

EXHIBIT 8: STATES’ TOTAL FUND BALANCE AS % OF 

EXPENDITURES
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III. Notable Mentions and Market Movers

▪ CPI slowing and average hourly earnings 

below expectations

▪ Texas Permanent School Fund reaches 

capacity

▪ California and Texas preliminary budgets 

released

▪ Federal Reserve increases rates 25bps

▪ Non-farm payrolls jump to 517k vs. median 

forecast of 188k

▪ Inflation readings above expectations

▪ New York City and State of Illinois receive 

rating upgrades

▪ Federal Reserve increases rates 25bps

▪ Several regional bank failures rattle 

markets worldwide

▪ The Fed and Treasury  announce the Bank 

Term Funding Program (BTFP)

▪ Non-Farm payrolls above consensus

MAR

FEB

JAN

IV. Goldman Sachs Asset Management Municipal Market Outlook

Goldman Sachs does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this document. The economic and 
market forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this document. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be 
achieved. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this document. Goldman Sachs does not provide accounting, tax or legal advice. Please see 
additional disclosures at the end of this document. 

▪ Supply/Demand — Average new issue supply forecasts for 2023

call for $425bn in supply ― more in-line with 2022 volumes

versus 2021 and 2020. Refinancing volume is expected to remain

constrained as absolute yields are likely to stay elevated. With

supply already down 25% from last year’s levels due to lower-than

expected new money issuance, we may see volume forecasts

being cut as the year progresses. Demand from individuals may

be choppy in the short-term as data on inflation and the economy

change investor sentiment. Further, demand from banks may be

constrained due to the fall out from recent bank failures.

▪ Valuations — We believe that the combination of a stable

interest rate environment, elevated absolute tax-free yields,

muted new issue supply, increased overall demand versus last

year, and continued strong credit fundamentals will lead

municipals to outperform in 2023. Expected outperformance

should lead to municipals trading at the tighter end of their

historical valuations.

▪ Credit/Spreads — We expect munis to continue to show strength

and resiliency throughout the year, however revenue velocity is

expected to moderate along with the economy. In the high yield

space, we do see sector specific pressures continuing, which can

also provide investment opportunities. We expect defaults to

remain low and one-off in nature.

RELATIVE VALUE INDICATORS
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Long-Term

High Yield

Rich Neutral Cheap
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GENERAL DISCLOSURES

THIS MATERIAL DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION IN ANY 

JURISDICTION WHERE OR TO ANY PERSON TO WHOM IT WOULD BE 

UNAUTHORIZED OR UNLAWFUL TO DO SO. 

Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we 

do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. We have relied upon and 

assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all 

information available from public sources.

The portfolio risk management process includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but 

does not imply low risk.

Risk Considerations

Municipal Securities are subject to credit/default risk, interest rate risk and certain 

additional risks.

High-yield, lower-rated securities involve greater price volatility and present greater credit 

risks than higher-rated fixed income securities. 

Investments in fixed-income securities are subject to credit and interest rate risks. Bond 

prices fluctuate inversely to changes in interest rates. Therefore, a general rise in interest 

rates can result in the decline in the bond’s price. Credit risk is the risk that an issuer will 

default on payments of interest and principal. All fixed income investments may be worth 

less than their original cost upon redemption or maturity. 

Income from municipal securities is generally free from federal taxes and state taxes for 

residents of the issuing state. While the interest income is tax-free, capital gains, if any, 

will be subject to taxes. Income for some investors may be subject to the federal 

Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT).

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of 

investments and the income derived from investments will fluctuate and can go 

down as well as up. A loss of principal may occur.

Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a 

recommendation by Goldman Sachs Asset Management to buy, sell, or hold any security. 

Views and opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to 

change, they should not be construed as investment advice.

Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions and 

judgments as of the date of this presentation and are subject to change without notice. 

These forecasts do not take into account the specific investment objectives, restrictions, 

tax and financial situation or other needs of any specific client. Actual data will vary and 

may not be reflected here. These forecasts are subject to high levels of uncertainty that 

may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these forecasts should be viewed as merely 

representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. These forecasts are estimated, 

based on assumptions, and are subject to significant revision and may change materially 

as economic and market conditions change. Goldman Sachs has no obligation to provide 

updates or changes to these forecasts. Case studies and examples are for illustrative 

purposes only.

Goldman Sachs does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice, unless explicitly agreed 

between you and Goldman Sachs (generally through certain services offered only to 

clients of Private Wealth Management). Any statement contained in this presentation 

concerning U.S. tax matters is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used for 

the purpose of avoiding penalties imposed on the relevant taxpayer. Notwithstanding 

anything in this document to the contrary, and except as required to enable compliance 

with applicable securities law, you may disclose to any person the US federal and state 

income tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind 

(including tax opinions and other tax analyses) that are provided to you relating to such 

tax treatment and tax structure, without Goldman Sachs imposing any limitation of any 

kind. Investors should be aware that a determination of the tax consequences to them 

should take into account their specific circumstances and that the tax law is subject to 

change in the future or retroactively and investors are strongly urged to consult with their 

own tax advisor regarding any potential strategy, investment or transaction.

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other 

broad-based economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as 

research or investment advice. This material has been prepared by Goldman Sachs Asset 

Management and is not financial research nor a product of Goldman Sachs Global 

Investment Research (GIR). It was not prepared in compliance with applicable provisions 

of law designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not subject to a 

prohibition on trading following the distribution of financial research. The views and 

opinions expressed may differ from those of Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research 

or other departments or divisions of Goldman Sachs and its affiliates. Investors are urged 

to consult with their financial advisors before buying or selling any securities. This 

information may not be current and Goldman Sachs Asset Management has no obligation 

to provide any updates or changes.

Valuation levels for the assets listed in the Account statements and other documents 

containing prices reflect Goldman Sachs Asset Management’s good faith effort to 

ascertain fair market levels (including accrued income, if any) for all positions. The 

valuation information is believed by Goldman Sachs Asset Management to be reliable for 

round lot sizes. The prices are indicative only of the assumed fair value of the positions 

on the relevant date. These valuation levels may not be realized by the Account upon 

liquidation. Market conditions and transaction size will affect liquidity and price received 

upon liquidation. Current exchange rates will be applied in valuing positions in foreign 

currency. 

For portfolio valuation purposes it is the responsibility of the custodian, administrator or 

such other third party appointed by the client, to obtain accurate and reliable information 

concerning the valuation of any securities including derivative instruments which are 

comprised in the portfolio. The information that Goldman Sachs Asset Management 

provides should not be deemed the official pricing and valuation for the Account. 

Goldman Sachs Asset Management is not obligated to provide pricing information to 

satisfy any regulatory, tax or accounting requirements to which the Client may be subject.

Index Benchmarks

Indices are unmanaged. The figures for the index reflect the reinvestment of all income or 

dividends, as applicable, but do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses which 

would reduce returns. Investors cannot invest directly in indices. 

The indices reference herein have been selected because they are well known, easily 

recognized by investors, and reflect those indices that the Investment Manager believes, 

in part based on industry practice, provide a suitable benchmark against which to 

evaluate the investment or broader market described herein. 

Municipal 3 yr: Bloomberg Municipal 3 Year Index

The Bloomberg Municipal Bond Index is a rules-based, market-value-weighted index 

engineered for the long-term tax-exempt bond market. To be included in the index, bonds 

must be rated investment-grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by at least two of the following 

ratings agencies: Moody's, S&P, Fitch. If only two of the three agencies rate the security, 

the lower rating is used to determine index eligibility. If only one of the three agencies 

rates a security, the rating must be investment-grade. They must have an outstanding par 

value of at least $7 million and be issued as part of a transaction of at least $75 million. 

The bonds must be fixed rate, have a dated-date after December 31, 1990, and must be 

at least one year from their maturity date. Remarketed issues, municipal bonds, bonds 

with floating rates, and derivatives, are excluded from the benchmark. This index is the 3 

Year (2-4) component of the Municipal Bond index.

Municipal 1-10yr Blend: Bloomberg Municipal 1-10 Yr Blend Index

The Bloomberg Municipal Bond 1-10 Year Blend Index is a market value-weighted 

index which covers the short and intermediate components of the Bloomberg Municipal 

Bond Index, an unmanaged, market value-weighted index which covers the U.S. 

investment-grade tax-exempt bond market. The Bloomberg Municipal Bond 1-10 Year 

Blend Index tracks tax-exempt municipal General Obligation, Revenue, Insured, and 

Prerefunded bonds with a minimum $5 million par amount outstanding, issued as part 

of a transaction of at least $50 million, and with a remaining maturity from 1 up to (but 

not including) 12 years. The index includes reinvestment of income.
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GENERAL DISCLOSURES

Municipal Aggregate: Bloomberg Aggregate Municipal Index

The Bloomberg Municipal Bond Index is a rules-based, market-value-weighted index 

engineered for the long-term tax-exempt bond market. To be included in the index, 

bonds must be rated investment-grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by at least two of the 

following ratings agencies: Moody's, S&P, Fitch. If only two of the three agencies rate 

the security, the lower rating is used to determine index eligibility. If only one of the 

three agencies rates a security, the rating must be investment-grade. They must have 

an outstanding par value of at least $7 million and be issued as part of a transaction of 

at least $75 million. The bonds must be fixed rate, have a dated-date after December 

31, 1990, and must be at least one year from their maturity date. Remarketed issues, 

taxable municipal bonds, bonds with floating rates, and derivatives, are excluded from 

the benchmark.

Municipal High Yield: Bloomberg High Yield Municipal Index

The Bloomberg Municipal High Yield Bond Index is an unmanaged index made up of 

bonds that are non-investment grade, unrated, or rated below Ba1 by Moody's Investors 

Service with a remaining maturity of at least one year. The Index figures do not include 

any deduction for fees, expenses or taxes. It is not possible to invest directly in an 

unmanaged index.

Taxable Municipal: Bloomberg Taxable Municipal Index

The Bloomberg Taxable Municipal Bond Index is a rules-based, market-value-weighted 

index engineered for the long-term taxable bond market. To be included in the index, 

bonds must be rated investment-grade (Baa3/BBB- or higher) by at least two of the 

following ratings agencies if all three rate the bond: Moody's, S&P, Fitch. If only two of the 

three agencies rate the security, the lower rating is used to determine index eligibility. If 

only one of the three agencies rates a security, the rating must be investment-grade. 

They must have an outstanding par value of at least $7 million and be issued as part of a 

transaction of at least $75 million. The bonds must be fixed rate and must be at least one 

year from their maturity date. Remarketed issues (unless converted to fixed rate), bonds 

with floating rates, and derivatives, are excluded from the benchmark.

Goldman Sachs does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice, unless explicitly agreed 

between you and Goldman Sachs (generally through certain services offered only to 

clients of Private Wealth Management). Any statement contained in this presentation 

concerning U.S. tax matters is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used for 

the purpose of avoiding penalties imposed on the relevant taxpayer. Notwithstanding 

anything in this document to the contrary, and except as required to enable compliance 

with applicable securities law, you may disclose to any person the US federal and state 

income tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind 

(including tax opinions and other tax analyses) that are provided to you relating to such 

tax treatment and tax structure, without Goldman Sachs imposing any limitation of any 

kind. Investors should be aware that a determination of the tax consequences to them 

should take into account their specific circumstances and that the tax law is subject to 

change in the future or retroactively and investors are strongly urged to consult with their 

own tax advisor regarding any potential strategy, investment or transaction.

Confidentiality

No part of this material may, without Goldman Sachs Asset Management’s prior 

written consent, be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form, by any means, or 

(ii) distributed to any person that is not an employee, officer, director, or authorized 

agent of the recipient.
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